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Author-artist Zelda Leah Gatuskin first published her creative non-fiction journal TIME AND

TEMPERATURE in a limited artist’s edition in 2003 by producing a few dozen copies in her studio.  Her

thought-provoking collection of art, poetry and prose is now available in a new trade paperback edition.  With

humor, honesty and creativity, Gatuksin addresses a wide range of subjects.  Like her earlier collection, the

highly praised ANCESTRAL NOTES: A Family Dream Journal, TIME AND TEMPERATURE is a journey

of self-discovery, not an argument for any particular point of view.  Readers will be inspired to contemplate

their own assumptions and beliefs about life, work, art and society.

Critical Acclaim:  “Zelda Gatuskin blends prose, poetry and art in a profound and personal 

exploration of writing and life. Her journey is one that anyone living  a creative life will identify with and

appreciate.”—Mark David Gerson, THE VOICE OF THE MUSE: Answering the Call to Write

“An intimate glimpse into a subtle intellect working some of humanity's most profound questions....

TIME AND TEMPERATURE  is a book for thoughtful people, and I recommend it to those who enjoy exploring

ideas and who, perhaps, are searching for their own answers to questions about truth, purpose, and ultimate

reality.”  —Paul H. Deal, WALKING THE TAO: A Search for Understanding Guided by the Tao Te Ching

“Gatuskin chronicles the mischievous life of the mind where games, dreams, and meditations spar and

inspire.”  —Marilyn Stablein, SLEEPING IN CAVES: A Sixties Himalayan Memoir

“....A conversation and an enlightenment and a sharing and a yeasty growing.”  —Leona Mason

Heitsch, LEAVES and TOWARD WANTING MORE

Additional Details - Distribution:  Amador Publishers books are available for sale at Albuquerque

bookstores and gift shops, and direct from the publisher by calling 505-877-4395, or visiting the web site:

www.amadorbooks.com  Retailers may order direct from publisher, or from Books West in Denver, Follett

Library Resources, or Territory Titles in Albuquerque.  See contact info above to request author interviews

and review copies.  Format: Trade paper, perfect binding, 5-1/2"x 8-1/2", 4-color cover, 192 pp., 32 b/w

illustrations  Genre: Creative Nonfiction - Art, Philosophy, Popular Culture

Also by Zelda Gatuskin: THE TIME DANCER (romance/fantasy), CASTLE LARK And The Tale

That Stopped Time (fantasy/sci-fi) and ZELDA’S COSMIC COLORING BOOK (children’s/activity).

Amador Publishers, LLC is an independent, humanist press, dedicated to peace, equality, respect for

all cultures and preservation of the biosphere.  TIME AND TEMPERATURE is printed in the USA on paper

stock which has been certified by the Forest Stewardship Council.  
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